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Abstract:

There is an enormous amount of genomic data available for researcher in public databases. The genomic has the form of deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) and plays a vital role in the function of every living cell. Hence, there is an essential need to understand the organization and the functionality of the DNA regions. Determining the key regions in DNA data is a very important problem for biologists. In order to address this important issue, various methods have been proposed from diverse disciplines such as biology, chemistry, physics, computer and electrical engineering. Signal processing theory is becoming increasingly very important in the study of genes in the field of bioinformatics. As the genomic information is digital, it can be represented in the form of numerical sequences that can be analyzed so that the results obtained are beneficial to humankind. In this paper, a quick review of molecular biology, DNA structure, followed by a brief review of signal processing methods for identifying protein-coding regions are presented.
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1. Introduction:

Genomic signal processing is the analysis, processing, and the use of genomic signals for gaining biological knowledge and translating this knowledge into systems-based applications. The term bioinformatics is the use of computational techniques in the studies of genomes [1]. It is a rapidly developing area of computer science devoted to collecting, organizing, and analyzing DNA and protein sequences. The field of bioinformatics is dealt primarily with biological data encoded in digital symbol sequences, such as DNA and amino acid sequences. The high variability and the high complexity of genetic signals call for sophisticated mathematical modeling, signal processing, and information extraction methods [2]. The discovery of the double helix structure of the DNA (Deoxyribonucleic acid) molecule in 1953, by Watson and Crick [3], is one of the landmarks of molecular biology. Subsequent to this sensational discovery, there has been phenomenal progress in genomics. With the enormous amount of genomic data available to us in the public domain, it is becoming increasingly important to be able to process this information in ways that are useful to humankind. Genomic signal processing methods have played an important role in this field.

DNA carries the genetic instructions for life, coding for proteins that we depend on to survive as well as passing on characteristics from one generation to the next. That is why DNA is known as the "secret of life" or the "building blocks of life". All living things are made of DNA; plants, animals and humans, and it is the small differences in the DNA code that makes us different from one another and makes species different from each other. The entire set of DNA is the genome of the organism. Coded in the DNA are instructions necessary for a cell's proper functioning. Those instructions are stored in specific units called genes. When a particular instruction becomes active, the corresponding gene is said to turn on or be expressed. Following the expression of a particular gene, the corresponding section of the DNA strand is copied into a less stable molecule called messenger ribonucleic acid (mRNA). The process of producing mRNA is called transcription. The mRNA is then transferred to the ribosome, where the protein molecule is produced by interpreting the instruction in mRNA. This process of producing proteins is referred to as translation. Translation takes place according to the genetic code, which maps successive triplets of RNA bases to amino acids. Thus, a protein is a chain of amino acid units. The translation from mRNA to protein is aided by molecules called the transfer RNA (tRNA) molecules. Proteins can carry out a number of tasks, such as catalyzing reactions, transporting oxygen, regulating the production of other proteins, and many others. In summary, the way proteins are encoded by genes involves the two major steps: transcription and translation.

The major goals of genomic signal processing research are: (1) Sequencing and
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comparison of genomes of different species, (2) Identifying genes and determining the functions of proteins they encode, (3) Predicting the structural features of the protein from the amino acid sequence, (4) Understanding gene expression and gene protein interaction to control cellular processes, (5) Tracing the evolutionary relationships among existing species and constructing phylogenetic trees and (6) Discovering associations between gene mutations and disease.

The purpose of this paper is to present a quick review of molecular biology and a brief review of the applications of signal processing theory in the field of bioinformatics. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. A brief outline of the basic biology and structure of DNA are discussed in Section 2. Methods for identifying protein-coding regions, based on genomic signal processing, are presented in Section 3. Section 4 contains conclusion.

2. Structure and Basic Biology of DNA:

The structure and basic biology of DNA are helpful in understanding the DNA and its function. DNA molecule has a form of a double helix, as shown in Fig. 1, with each helix represented by a sequence composed of four nucleotides: adenine (A), thymine (T), guanine (G), cytosine (C). Between the two strands of the backbone which is outside, there are the four pairs of nitrogenous bases. The backbone is a very regular structure made from sugar (deoxyribose) and phosphate. The sugar has five carbon atoms that are typically numbered from 1' to 5'. The phosphate is attached to the 5' carbon atom, whereas the base is attached to the 1' carbon. The 3' carbon also has a hydroxyl group (OH) attached to it (see Fig. 2). The two helices are bonded to each other with a hydrogen bond between each nucleotide pair. The only bindings possible between the two helices, due to the physical shape of nucleotide molecules, are A-T and G-C. Hence, if we know the sequence of one of the helices, we also know the sequence of the other. For example, if a portion of one of the DNA helices is AAGATCC, the corresponding portion of the other helix of that DNA is TTCTAGC. The function of the DNA is determined mainly by the sequence of the nucleotides from which it is composed, which is why methods for DNA analysis are usually termed ‘DNA sequence analysis’ methods. Due to the one-to-one correspondence between the sequences of the two helices, as described above, most of these methods analyze the sequence of only one of the helices.

The nucleotides (A,T,G,C) can be represented by a string of characters, for example .... AGGTAC CCAAGTATAAGAAGTTA..... It is seen that life is governed by quaternary codes (nucleotides). These nucleotides are made from carbon, nitrogen, hydrogen and oxygen atoms (see Fig. 3).
There are about three billion of the nucleotides in the DNA of a single human cell. If the genome sequence corresponding to the top strand of the DNA molecule shown in Fig. 1, is AGACTGAA, thus the bottom strand in Fig. 1 is TCTGACTT which is the complement of the top strand. These base-pairings occur through hydrogen bonds [4-8]. The RNA (ribonucleic acid) molecule is closely related to the DNA. It is also made of four bases but instead of thymine, a molecule called Uracil (U) is used. The molecule U pairs with A by hydrogen bonding just like T pairs with A. RNA molecules are short (and short-lived) single-stranded molecules which are used by the cell as temporary copies of portions of DNA. The RNA that is used to make proteins is called messenger RNA (mRNA). As shown in Fig. 4, a DNA sequence can be separated into genes and intergenic spaces. Genes contain the information for generation of proteins. Each gene is responsible for the production of a different protein. Even though all the cells in an organism have identical genes, only a selected sub subset is active in any particular family of cells.

Figure 5 shows the steps involved in the production of a protein from a gene. It is worth noting that a gene has two types of subregions called the exons (protein-coding regions) and introns. The gene is first copied into a single stranded chain called the messenger RNA or mRNA molecule. This process is called transcription.
**Figure (4):** A DNA sequence is separated into Genes and intergenic spaces

**Figure (5):** The steps involved in the production of a protein from a gene

The introns are then removed from the mRNA by a process called splicing. The spliced mRNA is then used by a large molecule (ribosome), by a process called translation, to produce the appropriate protein. When the mRNA molecule is spliced, it contains only the exons of the gene, i.e. the introns are removed. The mRNA is in reality the complement of the gene, that is, C's are replaced with G's, and A's with T's (rather U's). Thus, if the gene is AATTAGC then the mRNA is UUAAUCG. The observation that each gene creates a protein, through mRNA, is often expressed as gene in DNA→RNA→protein. The spliced mRNA is divided into groups of three adjacent bases.
The ribosomes move along the mRNA in 5'→3' direction and read the mRNA sequence in nonoverlapping chunks of three nucleotides. Thus the mRNA is considered as a sequence of triplet codons. Each triplet codon instructs the cell machinery to synthesize an amino acid (codes for a particular amino acid). The codon sequence therefore uniquely identifies an amino acid sequence which defines a protein (Fig. 6).

![The genetic code](image)

Figure (6): Genetic code

As there are 4 different possible nucleotides, there are 4³ = 64 possible codons. There are 20 types of standard amino acids that are regularly found in nature as well nonstandard types that rarely appear. Since there are only 20 possible amino acids and 64 possible codons, most amino acids can be specified by more than one triplet. i.e., the mapping from codons to amino acids is many-to-one (Fig.7). For example, each of the triplets GCA, GCC, GCG, and GCT represents the amino acid Alanine. When a gene is expressed (all the codons in the mRNA are exhausted) each codon in the mRNA produces an amino acid according to the genetic code, and the amino acids are bonded together into a chain.

![List of the twenty amino acids](image)

Figure (7): List of the twenty amino acids
Figure 8 shows an example of how mRNA is converted to protein using the genetic code. When all codons in the mRNA are exhausted, we get a long chain of amino acids (typically a few hundred long). This is the protein corresponding to the original gene. Notice that there is a start codon ATG which signifies the beginning of the protein-coding part. If a start codon occurs inside a gene again, it produces the amino acid methionine. There are three stop codons, which terminate the coding part of the gene. The translation of the codons into amino acids is made by adaptor molecules called transfer RNA (tRNA) molecules. There are more than 20 kinds of tRNA in the cell, at least, one for each amino acid. One end of the molecule matches a specific codon and the other end attaches to the corresponding amino acid. The molecule ribosome works in conjunction with tRNA molecules and mRNA to produce the protein. It is clear that the genetic code is essentially stored in the tRNA molecules. It is a wonder of nature that all life forms (from bacteria to mammals) use the same genetic code. This is no doubt due to the common origin of all life.

![Figure 8: An example of how mRNA is converted to protein](image)

Similar to DNA, a protein molecule can be represented by a string of characters from an alphabet of size 20. Because of the innumerable combinations from the alphabet of 20 amino acids, the number of different proteins in living organisms is enormous. Proteins drive most of the biological processes in living organisms.

3. Methods for identifying protein-coding regions:

In this section, we discuss the application of signal processing in genomics and review existing techniques used for gene identification. There have been various signal processing techniques that have been applied in the field of genomics, due to the discrete nature of the DNA and protein data.

3.1. Numerical mapping techniques:

As these DNA and protein sequences are symbolic, they cannot be processed directly with the existing signal processing algorithms, and numerical assignments need to be
made to these sequences. After these symbolic sequences are mapped to suitable numerical sequences, we can apply existing signal processing algorithms to them in order to explain a few of the important properties of the sequences [1, 2].

There are three categories of numerical mapping techniques; indicator sequence mapping, real number mapping, and complex number mapping [6, 9-12]. In indicator sequence mapping, numerical domain mapping for the DNA sequence can be obtained in terms of indicator vectors. In this category, each nucleotide is represented using an indicator vector $u_k$, wherein only the position of the element $k$ (k = A, T, C, and G) is represented by the number one and all others positions are zero. Then, some weights are assigned to the nucleotides. A binary indicator sequence is obtained by setting the corresponding weight to 1 and the other weights to 0. Consider the sequence $x(n) = \{\text{AATTCAGGCTAGTCTAACC}\}$. For this sequence, we have the binary indicator sequences as

$$b_A(n) = \{110001000010000110\},$$
$$b_C(n) = \{000010001000100011\},$$
$$b_G(n) = \{000000110001000000\},$$
$$b_T(n) = \{00110000010010000\}. \quad (1)$$

The indicator sequences composed of ones and zeros. The position corresponding to the presence of the nucleotide is denoted by one, in the respective indicator sequences. For example, $b_A(n)$ has one at positions n = 1, 2, 6, 11, 16, 17 since the sequence $x(n)$ has A in the corresponding positions. In real number mapping, the number mapping is as follows

$$A \rightarrow -1.5, T \rightarrow -0.5, C \rightarrow 0.5, G \rightarrow 1.5 \quad (2)$$

The notation in Equation (2), e.g. A $\rightarrow$ -1.5, can be read as the nucleotide A is mapped to number -1.5. The complementary nucleotides are equal in magnitude and opposite in sign. This rule is better suited for computing correlation values. Another method that is discussed in [6, 8, 11] assigns an increasing sequence of integers to the alphabetically sorted nucleotides after obtaining the indicator sequences. The assignment is done as

$$A \rightarrow 1, C \rightarrow 2, G \rightarrow 3, T \rightarrow 4 \quad (3)$$

In complex number mapping, the four characters (A, T, C, and G) are represented by four complex numbers as follows (see [7] for details):

$$A \rightarrow 1+ j, C \rightarrow -1- j, G \rightarrow -1+ j, T \rightarrow 1- j \quad (4)$$

After these symbolic sequences are mapped to suitable numerical sequences, we can apply existing signal processing algorithms to them in order to explain a few of the
important properties of the sequences. Signal processing techniques, such as Fourier transform and wavelet transform, have been used to identify a periodicity in the DNA sequences and to help in finding the protein coding regions of the sequence. This is also called gene identification and is characterized from the frequency spectrum of the DNA sequences. We focus on Fourier transform and digital filtering. A detailed discussion on applying Fourier analysis to DNA sequences is presented in [9].

3.2. Applying Fourier analysis:

The Fourier spectra of the DNA sequences using a sliding window identify the coding regions present in the DNA sequence. It is noticed that protein-coding regions (exons) in genes have a period-3 component because of coding biases in the translation of codons into amino acids [10-13]. The period-3 property is not present outside exons, and can be exploited to locate exons. The major signal that characterizes the coding regions is the three base periodicity. The value of the spectrum at \( f = N/3 \) (where \( N \) is the length of the window) determines the nature of the DNA region. The three-base periodicity is also called the \( N/3 \) periodicity or \( 2\pi/3 \) periodicity. The spectra of the binary indicator sequences can be computed to obtain the power spectrum as in [9]. A coding measure can be characterized based on the relative strength of the periodicity at \( f = N/3 \) and appears as a peak in the average spectrum. The origin of the periodicity can be attributed to the codon bias that refers to the unequal usage of codons in the coding regions and the triplet bias, which is the bias in the usage of nucleotide triplets. The advantages of these techniques are that they are robust to sequencing errors and computational complexity is very low. A mathematical treatment is presented in [12] to explain the reason for the peak at \( f = N/3 \) in a coding region.

Consider a DNA sequence, \( D(i), 0 \leq i \leq N - 1 \), consists of four nucleotides, A, T, C, and G. The DNA sequence is mapped into four indicator sequences, \( A(i), T(i), C(i), \) and \( G(i), 0 \leq i \leq N - 1 \). These soft sequences are related to the presence or absence of the four nucleotides at location \( i \) in \( D(i) \). For a given \( i \), the value of an indicator sequence, attributed to certain nucleotide, takes a value of 1 at location \( i \) if the \( i^{th} \) element of the DNA sequence declare the same type of nucleotide. Else, the value of the soft function takes a value zero.
For example, for the DNA sequence \( N = 24 \),
\[
D(i) = \{C T G C A T G A C T A A G A G T C C G T A T G A\},
\]  
the four indicator sequences are
\[
A(i) = [0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 1],
\]
\[
T(i) = [0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0],
\]
\[
C(i) = [1, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0],
\]
\[
G(i) = [0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0].
\]

The four indicator sequences are parsed into overlapping segments of length \( L, \ L \leq N \). This can be achieved by using a window \( w \) of length \( L \) and slide the window forward one by one until all the soft sequences are processed. In most publications [9-11, 13-15], a rectangular window is used. The following rectangular window is used to parse the indicator sequences:
\[
w(n) = \begin{cases} 
1, & 0 \leq n \leq (L - 1), \\
0, & \text{otherwise}.
\end{cases}
\]

For the truncated soft sequences, the discrete Fourier transform (DFT) is calculated as
\[
U_b(k) = \sum_{n=0}^{L-1} B(n) w(n) e^{(-j)2\pi kn/L}, B \in \{A, T, C, G\}, k = 0, 1, 2, \ldots, L - 1.
\]

The sum of the absolute values of the power spectra is determined as
\[
S(k) = \sum_{n=0}^{L-1} (|U_A(k)|^2 + |U_T(k)|^2 + |U_C(k)|^2 + |U_G(k)|^2), \ k = 0, 1, 2, \ldots, L - 1.
\]

The sum of the absolute values of the power spectra, \( S(k) \), is used as indicator of coding regions. It is used as a coding measure to detect probable protein-coding genes in the DNA sequence. When \( S(k) \) is plotted against \( k \), it reveals an appreciable peak at coding region \( (N/3) \) and shows no such peak for non-coding region. Fig. 9-a shows the absolute value of the power spectral density (PSD) in case of a single exon coding region, while Fig. 9-b shows the case of non-coding regions. Figure 10 shows a coding region inside a genome of baker's yeast \( (N=1320) \). Figure 11 shows the case of two protein-coding regions and indicates the true axon locations. Figure 12 shows the exon prediction results for gene F56F11.4 in the C elegance chromosome III. It shows five exons.
Most of the methods presented in the literature (see [1, 5] for examples) use binary indicator sequences and rectangular windows to parse the DNA sequence under processing. The binary sequences and rectangular windows cause abrupt truncations of the DNA sequence and leads to extraneous peaks in the spectrum. Some other methods use soft sequences and apply a gradual window to parse the DNA sequence. These methods avoid abrupt truncations of the DNA sequence and remove most of the extraneous peaks which improve the discrimination results.

An extension to the Fourier transform approach has been proposed in [1, 7], where DNA spectrograms (squared magnitude of the short-time Fourier transform) are computed in order to differentiate between the coding and non-coding regions. In order to compute the spectra, two numerical mapping techniques, binary mapping and complex mapping, are used. The DNA spectrum is computed using the short-time Fourier transforms by translating windows along the binary indicator sequences. The weighted spectrum is then computed by reducing the dimensionality of the indicator sequences from four to three. The weights are optimized such that the observed peaks at $f = N/3$ can be distinguished from the non-coding regions, i.e., the other periodicities.

![Figure 9: Power spectral density of coding and non-coding regions](image)

(a) Case of a single exon coding region  
(b) Case of a non-coding regions

**Figure (9):** Power spectral density of coding and non-coding regions

### 3.3. Using digital filtering:

The binary indicator sequences with sliding window method can be regarded as digital filtering followed by downsampling. The rate of downsampling depends on the
separation between adjacent positions of the window. The corresponding digital filter has an impulse response

\[ h(n) = \begin{cases} 
    e^{j\omega_0 n} & \text{if } 0 \leq n \leq L-1 \\
    0 & \text{otherwise.} 
\end{cases} \]  

(10)

This digital filter is a bandpass filter with passband centered at \( \omega_0=2\pi/3 \) and minimum stopband attenuation of about 13 dB (Figure 13). If we take the design and implementation of digital filters into consideration, we can isolate the period-3 behavior. There are efficient methods to design and implement the filters to be suited to gene prediction application [15]. Assume a narrow bandpass digital filter \( H(z) \) with passband centered at \( \omega_0=2\pi/3 \) with an input indicator sequence \( x_G(n) \), where \( n \) is the base location, and an output sequence \( y_G(n) \). In the protein-coding region, the input sequence \( x_G(n) \) is expected to achieve the period-3 property. If this is true, i.e. if the input sequence \( x_G(n) \) have a period-3 component, then it has large energy in the digital filter passband. In this case, the output sequence \( y_G(n) \) will be relatively large in the coding regions. Fig. 14 shows this scenario in case when the input sequence \( x_G(n) \) having a coding region. Similarly we can define a sequence related to the summation of the four bases sequences \( \{A(i),T(i),C(i),G(i)\} \) as

\[ Y(n) = |y_A(n)|^2 + |y_T(n)|^2 + |y_C(n)|^2 + |y_G(n)|^2. \]  

(11)

The plot of \( Y(n) \) can be used as an indication of the coding regions. Figure 15 shows the exon prediction results for gene F56F11.4 in the C. elegans chromosome III. This gene has five exons. The first plot (left plot) uses the DFT based spectrum using a sliding window. The five peaks corresponding to the exons are shown in Fig. 15. The second plot (right plot) uses a multistage filter \( H(z) \) [16]. Note that the five exons are seen very clearly in this case. Figures 16-a and -b show the same comparison in case of the genome HUMCBRG. It is clear from Figures 15 and 16 that using digital filtering achieves better discrimination results. Further digital filtering design details can be found in [16]. Some authors have claimed that the period-3 property is due to nonuniform codon usage, also known as codon bias; even though there are several codons which code a given amino acid, they are not used with uniform probability in organisms. For example, base G dominates at certain codon positions in the coding regions. It is observed that the use of the plot \( y_G(n) \), which depends on base G alone, is sufficient for revealing the period-3 property, and therefore for the prediction of protein coding regions. The use of digital infinite-impulse response (IIR) filtering to detect coding regions in the DNA sequences has been presented in [3]. As the \( N/3 \) periodicity is exhibited by the coding region in a DNA sequence, an anti-notch
filter to identify these coding regions is discussed in [3]. The design of the anti-notch filter is based on the fact that there is a sharp peak at $2\pi/3$ in the spectrum. Again, this is a bandpass filter with passband centered at $\omega_0 = 2\pi/3$. 
Fig. 10  Coding region of length $N=1320$ inside a genome of baker's yeast

Fig. 11 Normalized signal power in case of two exons

Fig. 12 The DFT spectrum $S(N/3)$ for gene F56F11.4 in the C. elegans chromosome III
Fig. 13 A digital filter with passband centered at $\omega_0 = 2\pi/3$

Fig. 14 A digital filter with passband center frequency $\omega_0 = 2\pi/3$, input sequence $x_0(n)$, and output sequence $y_0(n)$

Fig. 15 Left plot: The DFT spectrum $S(N/3)$ for gene F56F11.A in the C. elegans chromosome III; Right plot: the bandpass filter output for the same gene.
4. Conclusions:

In this paper, the molecular biology of DNA has been discussed from the signal processing point of view. An outline of the basic biology and structure of DNA have been discussed. A brief review of the applications of signal processing theory in the field of bioinformatics has been presented. Most of the existing methods depend on the pronounced period three peaks observed in the Fourier transform of the coding regions in genes using binary indicator sequences and rectangular window. Some other methods rely on soft indicator sequences and gradual windows. It has been shown that these methods reveal period three peaks for coding regions and show no such peak for non-coding regions. It has been shown that the methods with digital filtering achieve better discrimination between the coding areas and non-coding regions, based on experimental data of a number of genes, compared to the methods using Fourier transform.
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